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Considering the advantages allowed by BIM in relation
to collaborative work, production of data and
interoperability, the main objective of this research is to
investigate the possibilities opened by BIM
methodology into the integration of the environmental
dimension of sustainability into schematic stage of an
architectural design process.Through the study of
building environmental performance assessment tools
BREEAM and LEED, a set of ten environmental criteria
to be applied into the schematic stage and managed by
BIM, have been identified. Activities and information
exchanges involved where describe both graphically
(process maps) and textually (exchanges requirements).
The integration of each criterion workflow into a BIM
environment allowed for a complete automation for
obtaining five of the design criterion indicators, and
partial automation for the five remaining.The results
demonstrated that it is possible to integrate an
environmental design approach from schematic stage of
an architectural elaboration process managed by BIM.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Sustainable development, according to its systemic approach, implies a
harmonious combination of multiple social, environmental and economic
factors. Because of this, their application in the architecture field leads to an
increase in pressure in the early stages of the design process, stages that are
crucial for the project elaboration, considering that determining decisions
for the building sustainability will be made, despite the fact that
paradoxically “the designers are working with a proposal for a selected site,
but perhaps with only limited information apart from some key factors”[1].
This premise is particularly appropriate for the early stage of the
architectural conception process, the schematic stage, where only 20–25%
of the design fees are spent, but about 70–80% of environmental impact and
operating costs are determined [2].
The multidimensional approach of the sustainable development can be
supported by the advantages of the BIM methodology for the
multidisciplinary work, the interaction with the environmental analysis tools
and the generation of quantitative data, contributing to the architectural
conception from its early stages and promoting a multiple criteria approach
of the project. During the schematic design stage, BIM “potentially supports
more thorough exploration and assessment of preliminary design” [3],
allowing the optimization of the iterative design process, which is a
characteristic of the early stages of the project.
Bearing in mind the holistic approach of sustainable development, this
research points to explore the possibilities that the BIM methodology offers
in order to encompass the environmental dimension during the schematic
stage of the architectural conception process.The main objective of this
research was to integrate a set of environmental criteria in the schematic
stage of a project process supported by BIM.

2 METHODOLOGY
The methodology consisted in four progressive stages:
a.
Bibliographical review with the purpose of disclosing the potential
that BIM possesses in order to make possible the inclusion of an
environmental and collaborative approach at the early design
stages.This consider the study of:
- the specificities of the schematic stage of the project;
- the main characteristics, functionalities and capabilities of the BIM;
- the difficulties in the use of interoperable software for the
development of environmental analysis at the conceptual design
stage.
b. The study of BREEAM and LEED environmental assessment
methods, with the purpose of determining a subset of criteria that
could be possibly addressed in the schematic stage and managed by
BIM.
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c.

d.

The definition of the set of activities and information exchanges
that organize the treatment process of each identified
environmental design criteria for the schematic stage.This activities
were graphically and textually described;
Integration of the treatment process of each criterion into an
environmental BIM framework constituted by a set of appropriate
software for the tasks that are going to be performed.

3. SCHEMATIC DESIGN STAGE
The schematic design stage is the more experimental stage in the
architectural design process, and implies for the designer a confrontation
between the freedom of the creative process and their own ideas and
researches, and mandatory requirements and needs of the commission.
During this phase, through a multidimensional, multidisciplinary and iterative
process of analysis, synthesis and evaluation (figure 1), the design team,
coordinating the different specialties involved, recorded in a framework of
previously established requirements, must translate the main concepts,
principles and criteria of the program into the first formal proposals,
expressing the morphological, spatial, and implantation features.
 Figure 1: Iterative design process
during schematic design stage.

4. BUILDING INFORMATION MODELING
Thanks to the internal tools of the BIM platform, interaction with thirdparty analysis tools, the possibility of sharing and exchanging data, and the
coordination media of the different specialties through the information
model, the BIM methodology offers fundamental capabilities in produce and
exploit building data in order to make possible the integration of both
environmental approach and collaborative work, in order to support a
fluent and informed exploration, assessment and comparison of the different
developed during schematic design.
Different possibilities for data treatment in the central model were
found, organized into three types:
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-

-

-

Visualization: BIM platforms allows the graphical data visualization
through a 3D model (isometric, perspective visualization, render)
and the generated 2D visualization (floor, cuts, elevations).
Internal treatment: BIM platforms possess tools that allow the
development of specific tasks, making use of the data contained in
the model.These operations may correspond to a selective data
extraction or a data processing in the form of simple mathematical
operations.
Input production:With the purpose of complementing the
capacities of a BIM application, the model (or a part of the model)
can be exported through an appropriate format and work as input
for a specialized third-party tool.

5 ENVIRONMENTAL CRITERIA MANAGED BY BIM
AT THE SCHEMATIC DESIGN STAGE
A set of environmental design criteria, applicable in the schematic stage, and
manageable through BIM were identified. For this, BREEAM and LEED
environmental performance and assessment methods were used.These
tools were employed because:
They were the first of their kind to be developed and, currently,
the most widely used tools worldwide.These conditions imply an
important development and refinement period of the criteria and
procedures;
They have similar structure, organized by categories and criteria.
This feature allows the comparison between them;
The number of available criteria offers an appropriate granularity
for their classification, according to the different stages of an
architectural project.
The BREEAM and LEED assessment methods do not explicitly associate
criteria to design phases.This classification was carried out by the authors
by analyzing the characteristics of each criteria and relating them to the
stages of the project where they are applied.The criteria corresponding to
the schematic stage were identified in order to be assessed in relation to
the types of data treatment allowed by BIM, obtaining a final set of seven
BREEAM criteria and eight LEED criteria that can be treated during the
schematic design stage and managed through BIM (figure 2).
In the case of BREEAM criteria, this classification exercise was based on
the study carried out by M. Bauduin [4]. In the case of LEED criteria, the
study carried out by S. Azhar et al. [5] was used as a reference. Experts in
the application of BREEAM and LEED methods were also consulted.
Comparing the objectives, purposes and requirements of the different
identified BREEAM and LEED environmental design criteria, it was possible to
confirm convergences and similarities that made possible the establishment of
a final synthesis.The obtained criteria were renamed in order to clarify the
relationship between objective and denomination (table 1).
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 Figure 2:
Procedure for
obtaining the
environmental
design criteria at
the schematic
stage

 Table 1: Equivalences between LEED
and BREEAM criteria treated in the
schematic design stage through BIM.
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6. PROCESS MAPS AND EXCHANGE
REQUIREMENT

 Figure 3: Process map for “thermal
comfort” and “optimize energy
performance” criterion (BPMN
protocol).

For each defined environmental criteria, an Information Delivery Manual
(IDM) was developed, according to the methodology established by
BuildingSMART [6]. Essentially, this exercise consisted in:
1. Recognizing the set of use cases involved in their treatment;
2. Defining the data exchange to be made;
3. Determining its content, identifying the actors involved and
specifying their roles;
4. Organizing the different identified activities according to the logical
sequence.
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For each criterion, this procedure resulted in three interdependent
elements:
A process map (figure 3), graphical representation of the necessary
workflow to carry out the criterion;
A textual characterization of each activity involved;
A table defining the content of the data exchanges to be made,
classifying data as “required” or “optional”.
The treatment of the identified environmental criteria was
contextualized in a schematic stage considered as subdivided into two sub
stages, characterized by the level of development (LOD) or the level of
completeness to which the model elements are developed [7], determining
the amount and type of information available to be exploited. The first sub
stage consists in a conceptual stage, where volumetric studies with a level of
development 100 are made.The second sub stage corresponds to a project
sketch development phase, carried out from the primary massing studies,
reaching a LOD 150 of the model.This process will imply the generic
definition of the main components of the building, both with respect to its
geometry and its attributes.
The classification of the ten environmental design criteria according to
these two sub stages, reveals an organization that illustrates the
connections, interactions and interdependences existing between them
(figure 4).

7.WORKFLOW AND SOFTWARE IDENTIFICATION
The provision of a BIM environment conformed by a set of appropriate
software, will establish the necessary technical conditions for the treatment
of every design criteria. In order to integrate them into this framework it
was considered, according to its objectives and demands, the applicability of:
Types of BIM data treatment (visualization, internal treatment, input
production);
BIM platform internal tools;
Third-party software for environmental analysis.
The identification of the proper software was carried out in order to
make a BIM work environment that allows the materialization of the
different activities conforming each criterion process map.This procedure
encompassed only the activities managed by the design team.
The environmental analysis tools, applicable in the schematic stage of a
design process supported by BIM, were identified thanks to the surveys
conducted by Attia et al. [8] and Azhar & Brown [9].The surveys point
Green Building Studio, Ecotect Analysis and Integrated Environmental
Solutions - Virtual Environment software as appropriate. Project Vasari and
ArchiWIZARD Esquisse software were also considered because they are
tools developed specifically to be used during this phase of the project. As
for the life-cycle cost analysis, two tools were found: Envest 2 and PEREN.
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 Figure 4: Process map of the ten environmental design criteria treatment (BNMP protocol).

The characterization of each criterion according to its treatment
through a potential BIM environment, helped to identify that five workflows,
defined according to the use, interaction and integration of the identified
digital tools, allowing the treatment of the ten environmental criteria.These
workflows were described through a cheat sheet (figure 5), which
graphically represents the data flow, data exchange file format and the
potential software to be used.
 Figure 5: Cheat sheet for “thermal
comfort” and “optimize energy
performance” criterion.
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8. ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN CRITERIA
TREATMENT IN A BIM ENVIRONMENT

 Figure 6, Left: Automatic
synchronization of the BIM and
ArchiWIZARD models. Center:
Creation of a spread sheet to the
automated obtaining of façade surface.
Right: Creation of a spread sheet to
semi-automated obtaining of glazing to
floor area ratio and the volume of the
enclosure.

The BIM environment configured to carry out the different tasks was
constituted by the following digital tools:
BIM platform: Autodesk Revit Architecture 2013 ;
Energy and natural lighting simulation tool: ArchiWIZARD Esquisse;
Data visualization and comparison tool: Microsoft Excel 2010;
Life-cycle cost analysis tool: PEREN.
The choice of Revit Architecture 2013 software as the BIM platform
corresponds to the previous competences of the authors of this work.The
choice of the ArchiWIZARD Esquisse software between the identified tools,
corresponds to the lack of research evaluating their capacities in the
framework of a project process managed by BIM.

Every environmental criteria were addressed according to the
corresponding workflow and in relation to the three possible means for
data treatment in BIM identified.The objective behind this criteria treatment
process was not to reach the particular performances required by the
BREEAM and LEED methods where they were extracted, but with the
objective of disclosing work methods and strategies to be used transversely
in any project.This will allow exploring design alternatives in relation to the
established performances.

9. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
This research work was focused on the integration of environmental design
criteria in the schematic stage of an architectural conception process
supported by the BIM methodology.The addressed central points were the
determination of a set of criterion applicable in this stage and manageable
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through BIM, the identification and description of the activities and
necessary data exchange for its treatment and, finally, the workflow
integration corresponding to the scope of the design team in the
framework of a BIM work environment.
The indicators corresponding to each of the ten identified criteria were
obtained thanks to the conformation of a BIM environment composed by
the Revit Architecture 2013 BIM platform, ArchiWIZARD Esquisse
environmental analysis software, and Excel software for the organization and
the comparison of the produced data.
Certain nuances regarding the possible automation levels for the
treatment of each defined environmental criterion where identified,
understanding automation as the capability to obtain the value of an
indicator without reintroducing data manually and/or modifying retroactively
an analysis model transferred via interoperable. Five criteria were
automated, obtaining the values of their indicators in a continuous and
dynamic way.The five remaining criteria were partially automated, requiring
a certain number of actions from the designer in order to obtain the final
value of the corresponding indicator (figure 7), four of which correspond to
criteria treated on an interoperable manner between Revit Architecture and
ArchiWIZARD Esquisse.
 Figure 7: Automation level
in the environmental design
criteria and software
interoperability treatment.
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The use of the plug-in, which creates a direct link between both
software, permitted the automation of various tasks implied in the process
maps of these four criteria (actions related to the updating of the analysis
model), while other tasks were not supported by the software (object
attribute transfer from or to Revit Architecture 2013), and must be run
manually.
An important finding was the power in the use of this plug-in.This tool
allows an important time saving, facilitating the iterative work. However, the
verification of certain limitations in its interoperability capabilities (the
impossibility of transferring the object attributes, unidirectionality in
geometric data transfer), make indispensable the intervention of the
designer in order to ensure the integrity of the analysis model.
Within the boundaries of the study performed, valid for the software
employed, but applicable to similar tools, these results confirm the capacity
to integrate an environmental approach of the BIM methodology at the
schematic stage of the architectural design process.Three major issues came
up: interoperability, level of development and data organization and
comparison.
In the first case, the verification of certain limitations of the
interoperability capabilities between the BIM software and the
environmental analysis tool employed, emphasize that the designers must be
careful in order to assure the integrity of the BIM and analysis models, and
therefore, of the quality of the results they will produce.
Regarding LOD, an important point is the condition that certain criteria
(potential for the natural ventilation, natural lighting, energy performance
optimization, thermal comfort) requires a data model with a LOD 150 in
order to develop all the necessary tasks for its treatment.This finding
confirms the increase in pressure on the project conceptual phase in the
framework of an environmental approach, due to the higher number of
factors to address in comparison with a traditional project process.
With respect to the capability to compare project alternatives or
iterations, despite the potential of a working methodology that profits BIM
to generate an important amount of quantitative data during the conceptual
design stage, there are no interfaces or specialized software for organizing
and classifying this data, in order to facilitate a multiple criteria assessment
of the project and orient the decision making process.
Given that the use of a broader palette of analysis software for the
application of the established working methodology implies an extension of
the research boundaries, a future research perspective consists in the use of
identified non-tested software to configure new BIM environments, allowing
for the assessment and comparison of their potential and limitations in
relation to the treatment of the ten environmental design criteria. A second
work perspective concerns the expansion of the applied methodology
toward the other architectural design process stages.This procedure would
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provide a global overview of the implications of integrating an
environmental BIM approach.
Finally, it is important to mention that, indirectly, this research suggests
that the development of a certification process from a schematic design
stage supported by BIM is plausible, at least for the seven BREEAM criteria
and the eight LEED criteria which were identified as applicable at the
schematic stage and manageable through BIM.
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